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Abstract 
The paper suggests an approach for conceptual modelling in which the phenomenon to be 
modelled is viewed as a behavioral unit and is recursively decomposed into smaller parts. The 
process is continued until all behavioral units are simple event types. Related entity types and 
association types with their attributes are also identified. The approach is illustrated using the 
example of the organization of a conference. The resultant hierarchical model can be used to 
structure the complexity of conceptual models, and provides an alternative to conceptual 
modelling based on user views. The top-down decomposition allows possible points of 
disagreement about the model to be identified early in the modelling process. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Conceptual inf01mation models, exemplified by ER models (Chen, 1976), may become com· 
plex in practice (Feldman and Miller, 1986; Teorey et al., 1989), including several hundred en
tity and association (relationship) types. The representation of models of this size is problema
tic. Textual listing of entity and association types makes it dif1icult to form an overview of the 
resultant modeL Graphical representations, which in principle are better at giving an overview, 
may become imprJctical in this case. Feldman and Miller (1986) estimate that a diagram with 
more than about 30 entity types reaches the limits of easy comprehension, depending on the 
number of association types. A modelling process of this size and complexity may also be 
problematic. Even though conceptual modelling, in principle, allows bottom-up development, 
the process may fail in practice. Since there are a large number of potential entity and associa
tion types, one must be selective in choosing and modelling only the relevant ones. Without a 
broader understanding of the phenomenon to be modelled and the purpose of the modelling, 
one may lose sight of which are the relevant entity and relationship (association) types. 

Conceptual (information) modelling is often assumed to take place by user views (Batini et 
a!., 1986). Individual user views may also be complex so that effective view modelling meets 
with similar difficulties of complexity to those discussed above. Such an analysis also leads to 
A. Sutcliffe et al. (eds.), Domain Knowledge for Interactive System Design
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the problem of view integration. The reconciliation of user views which have been developed 
independently is not necessarily a trivial task. When conceptual modelling takes place by user 
views this integration problem is postponed until late in the process. Possible inconsistencies 
and incompatibilities between views may lead to a highly iterative process in which the views 
and the integrated conceptual model must be reconceptualized several times. An alternative app
roach may be to seek to maintain agreement among users about the conceptual model to be de
veloped throughout the modelling process. An approach based on stepwise refmement of the 
conceptual model may help to identify possible points of disagreement early in the process. 

The complexity of conceptual models is by no means a new idea. Nijssen et al. (1979) intro
duced a concept of "scope" which bears close similarity to the ideas of "subject" (Coad and 
Yourdon, 1991), "sheet" and "module" (Rumbaugh et al., 1991) in recent object-oriented ana
lysis. These are quite primitive mechanisms for dividing a conceptual model into manageable 
and comprehensible parts. Feldman and Miller (1986) propose a clustering approach in which 
related entity and association types in a conceptual model are clustered into information areas, 
which are considered higher level entity types capable of being clustered further into subject 
areas. Teorey et al. (1989) suggest a heuristic clustering approach which includes dominance 
grouping (based on the ideas of Feldman and Miller, 1986), abstraction grouping (generaliza
tion, aggregation, classification and membership), constraint grouping and relationship group
ing. All these approaches are purely static, the grouping being based on the static relationships 
between entity and association types. This is of course understandable in view of the static na
ture of the conceptual modelling approaches in the context of which clustering is analysed. Es
pecially the latter two, more sophisticated approaches are inherently bottom-up, even though 
they may also be applied top-down. The identification of clusters in top-down use is based on 
intuition, however, without any clear rules. Consequently, the top-down process can be expect
ed to be highly iterative, which may lead to laborious editing and redrawing of the diagrams. 

For some while there have been extensions of conceptual modelling approaches which incor
porate the behavior of the system to be modelled (Bubenko, 1980; Brodie and Silva, 1982; D! 
Antonellis and Di Leva, 1985; Gustafsson et al., 1982; King and McLeod, 1982; Kung and 
Stilvberg, 1986; Rolland and Richard, 1982; Schrefl, 1991; Solvberg and Kung, 1986), even 
though these proposals have not gained the same popularity as their static predecessors. It 
seems that viewing the phenomenon to be modelled as a dynamic system allows its relatively 
systematic decomposition into more manageable parts. The purpose of this paper is to outline 
an approach for the behavioral decomposition of conceptual models and to illustrate this using 
the example of a conference organization problem (Olle et al., 1982; OOPSLA'91). The 
composition of the paper is the following. Section 2 introduces concepts for the behavioral 
decomposition of conceptual models, section 3 introduces a heuristic approach to behavioral 
decomposition, and tinally, section 4 discusses the approach and makes some conclusions. 

2 BEHAVIORAL DECOMPOSITION OF CONCEPTUAL MODELS 

This paper is implicitly based on the distinction between modelling the host organization, i.e. 
the human organization of work activities to be supported by an information system, and the 
Universe of Discourse (UoD), i.e. the real world topics to be communicated through and by an 
information system (Iivari, 1989). Our focus here lies on conceptual modelling of the Universe 
of Discourse (UoD) or the "deep structure" characteristics of an information system (Wander 
and Weber, 1990). Much of the IS literature does not recognize the above distinction, in the be-
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lief that a uniform "business analysis" based on entity and function modelling is applicable in 
both cases (e.g. Kung and Stilvberg, 1986; Martin, 1990; Olle et al., 1988). 

Each conceptual model (CM) of the UoD reflects a specific viewpoint (W). The following 
approach is based on the assumption that the UoD to be modelled is dynamic, subject to chan
ge. Structurally, the UoD is modelled in terms of the familiar ER model (Chen, 1976), which is 
extended to comprise subset (ISA) and composite (aggregation) relationships. The state of the 
UoD can be formalized as extensions of the entity and relationship (association) types and as 
states of the attributes of the individual entity and association instances. Changes in the state of 
the UoD are assumed to be discrete, brought about by events. Our way of modelling events is 
strongly influenced by Bubenko et al. (Bubenko 1980; Gustafsson et al., 1982) 

More formally, a conceptual model CM(UoD,W) is assumed to be a IS-tuple 

CM(UoD,W) = <0T,RTaoa,AoR.RT00 •• RT00c, 
ET, RToo,AER, RTEEs. 
BT,RTaa8,EFao,EFaR.EFaA. 
C>, 

in which the first row models the UoD in terms of the EER model, the second row the behavior 
in terms of event types, the third row behavior complexes and the fmal row the constraints 
(consistency rules). The next four sections introduce the first three rows in detail. In the case of 
constraints we refer to special treatments of the topic (e.g. Biller and Neuhold, 1978). 

2.1 Entity types, relationship types and attributes 

CM(UoD,W) = <0T,RT00.,AoR,RT00., RT00c .... >, where 

OT the set of entity/object types OT, 
RTooa = the set of (association) relationship types RToo.(rJ :Of1 , ... ,r0 :0f0 ) existing bet

ween the object types OT 1 , ... OT n e OT (ri are the roles of a relationship type), 

AoR the set of attributes A:(OT u RTooa) -> DomA, OT e OT, RTooa e RTaoa, 

RToos = the set of subset relationships RToo8(0TioOTj) between object types in OT, stating 
that OTi c OTi, and 

RT00c = the set of composite relationships RT00c(r1 :ar1, r2:0f2, ... ,r0 :0T0 ) between object 

types OT1 ,OT2, ... , OTi e OT where OT1 is the composite object type and 
ar2·····0Tn are its component object types. 

Subset relationships with associated constraints can be used to specify specialization/generali
zation structures. Subset relationships excluded, these structural extensions of the ER model are 
not essential in the following discussion. 

2.2 Event types and event behavior 

CM(UoD,W) = < ... ,ET,RTKJ,AER,RTEEs·· .. >, where 
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ET = the set of event typesET, 

RTro = the set of relationship types RTro(r1 :ET,r2:on. ET e ET, OT e OT 

AFR = the set of attributes A:(ET u RTro) ->DomA. ET e ET, RTro e RTro, and 
RTEEs = the set of subset relationships ETi c ETi between event types in ET. 

Events are assumed to be instantaneous with zero or of indefinitely short duration. They may 
have relationships with entity types. For example, an event type 'Ordering' (depending on its 
definition) may concern one or more articles. An event type may have attributes (e.g. its occu
rence time) as well as a relationship with entity types (e.g. 'Quantity_Ordered' is an attribute re
lated to the relationship type 'Ordering Concerns Article'). Relationships between event types 
and entity types and the related attributes correspond to attribute specifications of event types in 
Gustafsson eta!. (1982). They are inherent to the event type, and consequently are not explicit
ly created when we focus on conceptual modelling. They are also time-independent, and there
fore cannot be deleted or modified. 

Event types may also have subset (ISA) relationships. For example, an event type 'Order
ing' can be divided into 'Immediate ordering' and 'Open ordering' depending on whether for all 
articles concerned by the ordering, the quantity in store is greater or equal to the quantity 
ordered. These conditions are detined in the behavior specification of the respective event types 
to be discussed next. 

The behavior of event types can be specified using a modified event-condition-action rule 
(Chakravarthy and Mishra, 1994) in which an event corresponds to a trigger, a condition to a 
triggering condition and an action is specified as a pre- and postcondition pair. 

ET = <TrgT,TrgC,PreC,PostC>, where 

TrgT 

TrgC 
PreC 
PostC 

trigger type, 

= the triggering condition of an event e E ET, 
= the precondition, and 
= the postcondition 

Triggers may be external, time (clock), state-based or a combination of these defmed in the 
triggering condition (TrgC). The triggering condition corresponds to the occurrence condition 
in Gustafsson eta!. (1982). It specifies when a trigger can trigger an action. Both the precondi
tions and postconditions can be formalized as states of the UoD defmed as an extension of enti
ty types ET E ET and relationship types RT e RT and states of their attributes A. Events are 
atomic, i.e. their action part is performed either entirely or not at all. They are performed irnme
diatelly they occur. Two events which are triggered exactly at the same time (e.g. by a clock) 
are assumed to be ordered if they conflict, i.e. if they refer to the same entity or entity type, re
lationship or relationship type, one of them changing it. Since events are instantaneous, there is 
no concurrency because of interleaving. 

Based on the action of event types, let us define the following relations which will be used to 

formalize of the consistency rules for decomposition: 
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EFro ~ ET x OT x OP, 

or more exactly a partial function EFro:ET x OT -> OP, where OP = { c,d}, denoting that an 

event type ET e ET may create (c) or delete (d) entities of an entity type OT e OT, 

EFER ~ ET X RT X OP, 

or more exactly, a partial function EFER:ET x RT -> OP, where OP = { c,d}, denoting that an 

event type ET e ET may create (c) or delete (d) instances of a relationship-type RT e RT = 
RToaa v RTcxx, and 

EFFA ~ ET x (AoruARt). 

or more exactly, a partial function EFFA:ET -> Aor u ART. denoting that an event type ET e 

ET may modify attributes of entity types and relationship types. 

2.3 Behavior complexes 

CM(UoD,W) = < ... , BT,RTaa8,EFao,EFaR.EFaA· .. >, where 

BT = the set of behavior complex types BT, 

RTaas = a set of subset relationships BTi c B1j between behavior complex types BTi, 

BTi cBT. 
EFao = a partial function EFao:BT x OT -> OP. where OP = {c,d}, denoting that a be

havior complex type BT e BT creates (c) or deletes (d) entities of an entity type 

OTe OT, 

EFaR a partialfunction EFaR:BT x RT -> OP, where OP = { c,d}, denoting that a be

havior complex type BT e BT creates (c) or deletes (d) instances of a relationship 

type RT e RT00a u RTcxx. and 

EFaA a partial function EFaA:BT ->A oR. denoting that a behavior complex type BT e 

B T may modify attributes of entity types and association relationship types. 

2.4 Decomposition of behavior complexes 

Let BT' e B T be a behavior complex (type). The specification of BT' in the conceptual model 

CM(UoD,W) is the 9-tuple 

<OT' ,RT'ooa.A' oR.RT oos ,RT cxx,EF'ao,EF'aR.EF'aA>C'>, where 
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OT' = {OT E OTIEF8o(BT,OT) OR [EFaR(BT',RTaoa) AND RTaoa( ... r;:Of ... )] 
OR [EFaA(BT',A) AND A(OT)] OR [EFaA(BT',A) AND A(RTaoa) AND 
RTaoa( .. .r;:Of ... )] OR [EFaR(BT',RTOCk) AND RTOQc( .. .r;:Of ... )]} 

RT' 00a = {RTooa E RTaoaiEFaR(BT',RTaoa) OR [EFBA(BT',A) AND A(RTaoa)]} 

A' OR {A E AoRIEFaA(BT',A)} 

RT' 00s = {RT00s E RTOOsiRTOOs(Of;,OTj). OT; E OT' OR 01j E OT'} 

RT' OCk = {RTOCk E RTOCkiEFaR(BT',RTOCk)} 

EF BO = { EF 00(BT,OT)I BT = BT', OT E OT} 

EF BR = { EFaR(BT,RT)I BT = BT, OT E OT l 

EF BA { EFaA(BT,A)I BT = BT', OT E OT l 

C' {C E CIC concerns OT E OT',RTaoa E RT aoa, A E A' oR. RT00s E RT 00s. 

RT(J(k E RT OCkl 

The first condition selects the entity types which directly or indirectly through their relation
ship types and attributes are affected by the behavior complex B T'. The second condition se
lects the association relationships which directly or indirectly (through their attributes) are aftec
ted by the behavior complex, and the third condition selects the attributes affected by B T'. The 
next two conditions detine subset and composite relationships related to the behavioral comp
lex. The following three conditions specify the effects of BT'. Finally, the last condition selects 
the related constraints. These conditions serve as the specification in the decomposition of BT. 

The decomposition of BT' is a conceptual model 

CM(BT',W) = <OT",RT"aoa,A"oR,RT"OQs, RT"OCk, 
ET" ,RT"ro.A"ER,RT"EEs, 

where 

BT" .EF"ao.EF"aR,EF"aA,EF"BBs· 
C"> 

OT' cOT", RT ooa c RT"ooa. A' OR c A"oR. RT 00s c RT"oos, RT OCk c RT"OCk 

EF' BO c EF"EO u EF"Bo. EF BR c EF"ER u EF"aR. EF BA c EF"EA u EF"BA· 
C' cC". 

EF"ro, EF"ER and EF"EA are action abstractions of event typesET" E ET" included in the 
behavior complex BT' (see section 2.2). 

The conceptual model for BT' indicates that it may be decomposed into a number of entity 
types, relationship types, event types and lower-level behavior complexes. The conditions state 
that the decomposition must include all the entity types, all the relationship types and all the 
attributes stated in the specification ofBT', and that the event types and behavior complexes in 
the decomposition must cover all the affect relationships in the specification. Similarly, all the 
constraints in the specification must be included in the decomposition. 

The above conditions for a decomposition are liberal. They do not require the specification of 
the effects (EF' BO. EF BR· EF' BA) of a behavior complex BT' to capture all the effects identi-
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fied in its decomposition (EF"ro u EF"BQ, EF"ER u EF"BR· EF"FA u EF"BA), but the latter 

should only cover the former. Compared with the balancing requirements of dataflow diagrams 
(Yourdon, 1989), for instance, this reduces the need to iterate during the decomposition 
process to be introduced next. 

3 HEURISTICS FOR BEHAVIOR DECOMPOSIDON 

Table 1 suggests a heuristic process of ten steps for conceptual modelling based on behavior 
decomposition. · 

Table 1 Steps in the behavioral decomposition of the UoD 

1. Identify the phenomenon (system) to be modelled 

2. Define the viewpoint to be used in modelling the system 

3. View the system as a behavior complex and name it 

4. Defme the m~jor changes in the system as a behavior complex 

5. Decompose the system into relevant event types and behavior complexes 

6. Define the changes brought about by the event types and behavior complexes identified 

7. Decompose each behavior complex into relevant event types and behavior complexes, and 
repeat steps 6-7 until no behavior complexes are left. 

8. Synthesize the resultant conceptual model 

9. Specify the attributes of the entity and association types 

10 Specify the behavior of each event type 

3.1 Identify the phenomenon (system) to be modelled 

Let us assume that we are interested in a scientific conference (Olle et al., 1982; OOPSLA'91) 
as our UoD (step 1 ). The further analysis of this example uses the notation of Figure 1. 

3. 2 Define the viewpoint to be used in modelling the system 

Our starting point in step 2 is that we can apply alternative viewpoints to any slice of reality to 

be modelled. In our example, a conference may be viewed as an institutional unit that has its 
structure and procedures. as an economic unit that should at least break even, or as a scientific 
meeting that aims at advancing the state of research on some topic. A conference may also be 
seen as a social happening that allows participants with different social relations as colleagues, 
acquaintances, ftiends, etc., to meet each other. A conference may also be interpreted as a poli
tical manoeuvre which aims at advancing the legitimacy of the "paradigm" of the dominant coa
lition of the program committee, possibly at the expense of the rivalling "paradigms", etc. 

The idea of a viewpoint is close to the concept of 'Weltanschauung' in SSM (Checkland and 
Scholes, 1990). One could also imagine that the idea of a root definition is applicable to the ini
tial definition of the system to be modelled. Note, however, that the elements CATWOE, 'Cus
tomers', 'Actors', 'Transformation process', 'Weltanschauung', 'Owners' and 'Environmental 
constraints', especially A and T, lead us to think of the system in terms of organizational activi-
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ties rather than the UoD. This is natural, because SSM is interested in human activity systems. 
As our argument in the previous section was that the host organization and the UoD as abstrac
tions of reality should not be confused, we are doubtful about the applicability of a root 
definition in the present context of modelling the UoD. 

Association rela-

tij~~ 
Aggregation Attribute 

----8 
Role 1 Role 2 

Entity subtype or 
subset 

Entity derivation 

Entity subtyping 
in non-disjoint 
subsets 

Entity derivation by 
classification (grouping) 

Exhaustive 
sub typing 

~ 
Figure 1: The notation used 

Entity subtyping into cisjoint 
and exhaustive subsets 
(classification) 

Q_ 

}7\ 
c m d 

I t ' 
c • aeate, d s delete. 
m • modify 

3.3 View the system as a behavior complex and name it 

The idea of this step is to express in brief terms the idea of the phenomenon when viewed as a 
behavioral system from a selected viewpoint. If a conference is seen as a behavioral system 
from the institutional viewpoint, it could be called 'Arranging a conference'. This phrase is pre
ferred to the formulation To arrange a conference' because the latter might lead one to think of 
the conference in tetms of activities performed by the Program and Organizing Committees. 
From the economic viewpoint, it could be called 'Financing a conference', while from the 
scientific viewpoint a 'Conference for advancing science', from the social viewpoint a 'Confe
rence for meeting people', and from the political viewpoint a 'Conference for fighting for'. 

3.4 Define the major changes in the system as a behavior complex 

The idea of this step is to capture the selected viewpoint more concretely. Figure 2 illustrates 
this when one is viewing a conference as 'arranging', 'advancing science' and 'battling for'. 
The selected perpective obviously does not specify the outcomes and concepts uniquely, but 
they may be subject to debate and negotiation. 

When an association relationship type is mandatorily associated (cardinality 1-n) with an en
tity type, the instances of which are created by a behavior complex, the convention in Figure 2 
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Figure 2: A scientific conference seen from three perspectives 
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and the subsequent figures is not to describe separately the creation of the association instances 
by the behavior complex or event type in question. If an event type or behavior complex creates 
instances of an entity type, it is assumed that it will create the instances of its subclasses des
cribed in the Figure, if not stated otherwise. For example, the event complex 'Conference: 
Arranging' creates instances of the subclasses 'Paper presentation' and 'Panel presentation' 
when creating instances of 'Presentation'. Figure 2 illustrates that it is not mandatory to specify 
the effects of the systems (create, delete, modify) in detail at this stage, but this can postponed 
until later in the process. 

Figure 2a assumes that, when viewing a conference from the aspect of 'arranging', one 
focuses on authors, participants, accepted papers, sessions and presentations as the major out
comes. When focusing on 'advancing science' (Figure 2b), one is interested in various scienti
fic contributions made by the papers, e.g. conceptual clarifications, new theories, empirical 
findings, methods, etc. When one sees a conference as 'battling for' (Figure 2c), one is inte
rested in what "paradigms" are represented by the papers, the publication outlets (conference 
proceedings and journals) representing different paradigms, and ratings of these outlets. 

3. 5 Decompose the system into relevant event types and behavior 
complexes 

The above four steps can be seen as preliminary ones in which a particular viewpoint is selected 
and articulated. The process of hierarchical decomposition really starts with step 5, in which the 
whole system, seen as a behavior complex, is decomposed into a number of entity types, rela
tionship types, event types and lower-level behavior complexes. 

The following analysis of the conference example is restricted to the viewpoint of 'Arranging 
a conference' which is also adopted in Olle et al. (1982) and OOPSLA' (1991) in their problem 
specifications. The example below follows the original definition of the problem (Olle et al., 
1982). Figure 3 identifies four behavior complexes, 'Paper soliciting', 'Paper selecting', 
'Session organizing' and 'Registering' and one simple event type, 'Inviting'. It also describes 
the intuitive understanding of the existence of association relationship types between the 
behavior complexes and event types. 

Figure 3. Decomposition of arranging a conference 
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Figure 4. Arranging a conference 

3. 6 Define the changes brought about by the event types and 
behavior complexes identified 

This repeats step 4, applying it to individual event types and behavior complexes instead of the 
whole system. One can document the changes brought about by the event types and behavior 
complexes as separate diagrams or in one diagram. The latter makes it easier to follow the rela
tionships between the event types and behavior complexes. One diagram may become quite 
cluttered, however, so that separate diagrams are preferred in a more complex situation. 

Figure 4, showing the changes in one picture, suggests that 'Paper soliciting' leads to a num
ber of 'submitted papers' and related 'authors'. Paper selecting leads to 'accepted papers' and 
'rejected papers'. 'Session organizing' leads to 'sessions' with their 'chairs' and 'presentati-
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ons' and 'panelists' in 'panel sessions'. 'The event type 'Inviting', creating instances of the 
entity type 'Invitation', describes one aspect of the naming problem. In order to maintain uni
queness of names in entity and event types, 'Invitation' is not used as the name of the event 
type even though it might be more natural. An invitation is assumed to be irreversible, so that it 
cannot be cancelled. Finally, there is 'Registering', which creates instances of the entity type 
'Participant'. Participation is assumed to be only by invitation. 

Figure 5. Paper soliciting 

Once again, Figure 4 does not aim at describing the work but the "logical" events and event 
complexes. For example. an 'invitation' can be assumed to take place at least 30 days before the 
conferenceifthere is a 'person to be invited' who has not received an 'invitation'. This event 
type is specified more formally in step 10. Inviting as an activity may include a number of 
issues which are not considered relevant in the conceptual modelling of the UoD in Figure 4. 
There is the question of selecting of the media for doing this (surface mail vs. e-mail, for 
example), which may be guided by a number of facts, including availability of addresses, speed 
requirements, rules of polite behavior, knowledge of the person to be invited, etc. None of 
these is included in Figure 4. Inviting as an activity may also depend on whether the person to 
be invited is an author. a panelist, a session chair, etc. Authors may be invited when the 
acceptance and rejection letters are mailed, for example. National representatives, members of 
the organizing working group and related working groups may be invited together based on 
IFIP membership lists, etc. 

3. 7 Decompose each behavior complex into relevant event types 
and behavior complexes and repeat steps 6-7 until no behavior 
complexes are left 

This continues the process of decomposing each behavior complex into constituent entity types, 
relationship types, event types and behavior complexes. Figure 5 describes the decomposition 
of the behavior complex 'Paper soliciting'. Writing, designing and printing a Call for Papers 
(CFP) is described as a single event type 'CFP preparing'. The entity type 'CFP' is assumed to 
have only one instance. The tigure expresses a rule that the CFP should be sent to at least 100 
persons. 'CFP sending' creates an association instance between the CFP and the person to 
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whom the CFP was sent and the number of CFP brochures sent. It also expresses the rule that 
an 'author' of a 'submitted paper' is not required to send letter of intent (LOI). 

Figure 6 describes the behavior complex 'Paper selecting'. 'Reviewing' creates 'referees' and 
produces 'referee reports'. The consistency rule implies that a referee is expected to review on
ly those papers which are allocated to him or her. The decomposition of the behavior complex 
'Reviewing' into a number of event types is described in Figure 7. 'Referee responding' is an 
example of an event classification into 'Referee acceptance' and 'Referee refusal'. 'Referee 
acceptance cancelling' is an example of an event type deleting entity and association instances. 
In order to clarify the behavior, creation (c) and deletion (d) are indicated when an entity or 
association types suffer from both. As indicated, 'Referee acceptance cancelling' also cancels 
all the papers allocated to the deleted 'referee'. 

Consistency rule: 

FOR EACH referee' 
SET OF{submitted_paper WHERE submitted_paper Reviewed-in 
referee_report By referee') IN 

SET OF(submitted_paper WHERE submitted_paper Allocated-to referee') 

Figure 6. Paper selecting 

3. 8 Synthesize the resultant conceptual model 

The purpose of this step is to integrate the partial conceptual models. The views may include 
naming conflicts such as homonyms and synonyms, structural conflicts such as type conflicts 
and various conflicts in consistency rules (Batini et al., 1986). If the resultant conceptual model 
is relatively simple, the synthesis can be described in one picture (Figure 8). It makes it easier 
to identify various inconsistencies. The synthesis may also reveal potentially more substantive 
flaws in the model. For example, Figure 8 indicates that referees are not among the people to be 
invited. After this discovery, one may question whether this a conscious policy or an oversight 

3. 9 Specify the attributes of the entity and association types 

There is nothing special in this step. The idea is to specify the attributes (their semantics, type, 
value domain, single vs. multivalued, optionality, keys) related to each entity type and those 
association types having attributes. 
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Figure 7. Paper reviewing 

3.10 Specify the behavior of each event type 

Finally, step lO specifies the behavior (triggering condition, precondition and postcondition) of 
each event type. The behavior of selected event types is described in Figure 9. The triggering 
condition of the event type 'Inviting' denotes that 'inviting' occurs when there is a person 'to be 
invited' who does not have an 'invitation' (see Figure 4), and that this takes place at least 30 
days before the conference (the entity conference with its starting-date has not been specified). 

The event type 'Referee acceptance cancelling' illustrates the classification of the event type 

into subtypes based on their detailed behavior. This classitication could be anticipated in Figure 
7. The triggering condition in 'Explicit ref. ace. cancelling' states that it is an external event 
which can occur if the cancelling concerns a 'potential referee' and the 'potential referee' has 
not delivered any 'referee report'. If he or she has, it is assumed that the cancellation is not 
accepted. 'Implicit ref. ace. cancelling' occurs when a referee does not deliver any 'referee 
report' by the deadline (not specified above), allowing a delay of 5 days. In this case, the 
'submitted papers' allocated to the 'referee' in question are also cancelled. This naturally results 
in triggering of the event type 'Paper-referee allocating'. 

The triggering condition of 'Paper-referee allocating' denotes that it is triggered when there is 
a 'submitted paper' without three 'referees' allocated to it and there is a 'potential referee' who 
does not have the maximum number of papers to review (5), does not have the submitted paper 
among the papers to be reviewed, and is not an author of the paper to be allocated. If there is no 
such potential referee available, the event type 'Referee requesting' is triggered. It is assumed 

that there must be at least 50 referees, but it may still happen that additional referees are re
quired. 
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Figure 8. An integrated view 

4 DISCUSSION 

The process exemplified above is idealized. It does not describe the iterations that with all likeli
hood will be included in the conceptual modelling of complex phenomena. It is nevertheless the 
thrust of the approach that the specification of a common viewpoint W and its concretization in 
the major effects of the system will help to maintain consistency in modelling. This is also faci
litated by the fact that the previous level in the decomposition process serves as the context in 
which the subsequent decomposition of behavioral complexes takes place. One should also note 
that the decomposition process does not require the specification of a behavior complex to cap
ture all the effects which are identified in its decomposition. Compared with the balancing re
quirements ofDF diagrams (Yourdon, 1989), for example, this reduces the need to iterate the 
conceptual models of the previous upper levels. It is necessary to backtrack to an upper level 
only when a certain effect is considered essential for understanding the viewpoint applied to a 
behavioral complex. 
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Triggering condition 
EXIST to_be_invited' WHERE Precondition 
AND date ~ conference_starLdate- 30 

Precondition 
NOT EXISTS invitation Concerns to_be_invited' 

Postcondition 
Invitation • Invitation U !invitation I 
WHERE invitation Concerns to_be_inllited' 

Triggering condition 
EXTERNAL referee_acceptance_cancelling 
AND EXISTS potentiaLreferee 
WHERE potentiaLreferee Concerned-by 

referee_acceptance_cancelling 
AND NOT EXISTS referee_report 
WHERE referee_report By potential-referee 

Precondition 
EXISTS potentiaLreferee 
WHERE potential_referee Concerned-by 

referee_acceptance_cancelling 

Postcondition 
PotentiaLreferee • Potential_referee -

tpotentiaLrefereeJ AND 
Retused_referee • RefusecLreferee U !potential referee! 

Triggering condition 
EXISTS submitted_paper 
WHERE COUNT(referee WHERE referee 

Allocated-to submitted_paper) < 3 
AND EXISTS potential-referee' 
WHERE COUNT( submitted paper WHERE submitted_paper 

Allocate(i.to potentiaLreferee') < 5 
AND NOT EXISTS submitted paper' Allocated-to 

potential_referee' 
AND NOT EXISTS submitted paper' Authored-by 

potential_referee' 

Precondition 

Referee 

Triggering condition 
Precondition 
AND date ~ deadline_for _referiing + 5 

Precondition 
EXISTS referee' AND NOT EXISTS referee_report 
WHERE referee_report BY referee' 

Postcondition 
Referee • Referee • I referee' I AND 
Refused_referee • RetusecLreferee U !referee' I AND 
Submitted_paper Allocated-to Referee • 

Submitte<Lpaper Allocated-to Referee • 
tsubmittecLpaper Allocated-to referee' 1 

Triggering condition 
EXISTS person' WHERE Precondition AND 
[COUNT(Requeste<Lreferee • Retused_referee) < SO OR 
EXISTS submitte<Lpaper 
WHERE COUNT(referee WHERE referee Allocated-to 

submittecLpaper) < 3 
AND NOT EXISTS person IN (Requested_referee • 

RetusecLreferee) 
WHERE COUNT( submitted paper WHERE submitted_paper 

Allocated-to person) < 5 
AND NOT EXISTS submitted paper' Allocated-to person 
AND NOT EXISTS submitted paper' Authored-by person) 

Precondition 
person' NOT IN Requested_referee 

NOT EXISTS submitted_paper' Allocated-to potential referee' Postcondition 

Postcondition 
SubmittecLpaper Allocated-to Referee • Submitted_paper 

Allocated-to Referee U tsubmitted_paper' 
Allocated to potentiaLreferee' I 

Referee • Referee U I potential_referee' I 

Figure 9. Specitication of event types 

RequestecLreferee • Requested_referee U I person' I 
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To our knowledge, there is no comparable approach to conceptual modelling based on behav
ior decomposition, although there are, of course, a number of methods which combine hierar-
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chically proceeding activity decomposition and conceptual modelling (e.g. NIAM). In NIAM 

(Verheijen and Van Bekk:um, 1982), activity modelling leads to the identification of information 

requirements and information flows, the conceptual meanings of which are described as NIAM 
sentence models (views), which are finally integrated. The activities described in NIAM do not 
describe the behavior of the UoD but the activities of the host organization and the information 

system to be embedded in it. This differs fundamentally from the above approach, because its 

purpose was not to describe the work activities but the relevant event types taking place in the 
UoD. Arranging a conference may not be the best example to illustrate this distinction, because 

the events of the UoD and the activities of the host organization have a close correspondence. 

Schrefl (1991) proposes a stepwise method for behavior decomposition in which behavior 

describes the behavior of the object types in the UoD. Behavior in his model is encapsulated in 

objects, however. which implies that the object types are largely known before behavior model

ling takes place. Therefore it does not seem to be a method for structuring the conceptual model 

of the UoD, including both structure and behavior, and still less an analysis method for identi
fying both the structure (object types) and behavior of the UoD. 

The approach advocated here was based on articulation of the selected viewpoint in which the 
UoD is viewed as a behavior complex to be refined stepwise. There are several current ongoing 
efforts to incorporate more flexible view mechanisms than the traditional multiperspective app

roaches into IS development approaches (e.g. Olle et al., 1988, Iivari, 1989). These mecha
nisms range from ditierent Weltanschauungen such as overall viewpoints to be applied (Check
land and Scholes, 1990) to different ViewPoints of the participants (Finkelstein et al., 1994) 
and detailed subjects associated with objects (Harrison and Ossher, 1993). Opdahl and Sindre 

(1995) propose a concept of facets to cover these different levels of views. The approach intro

duced in this paper applies the idea of Weltanschauung as a common starting point in model

ling, while the the stepwise refinement of the conceptual model based on behavioral decompo

sition was expected to facilitate the process of maintaining reasonable consistency in it. The idea 
of inconsistency handling based on the formalization of inter-ViewPoint relationships (Finkel
stein et al., 1994) might provide one avenue to provide more effective support for the integra
tion of partial conceptual models. Harrison and Ossher (1993) defme a 'subject' "to mean a 
collection of state and behavior specifications reflecting a particular gestalt, a perception of the 
world at large, such as is seen by a particular application or tool" (p. 413). One can interpret the 
selected viewpoint as corresponding to gestalt, alternative viewpoints possibly leading to diffe
rent subjective views of their common objects. Harrison and Ossher claim that it is awkward to 

try to integrate all the different subjective views of an object in the object Since we modelled 
our example of a conference from one viewpoint only, without any attempt to integrate models 

reflecting different viewpoints, we did not meet with this problem. The idea of subject-oriented 

modelling nevertheless provides an interesting avenue to continue. 

The example of section 3 gives a clear promise that conceptual modelling of the UoD applying 

behavior decomposition may work in practice. In view of this limited experience, the wider 
applicability of the approach is nevertheless an open question. There is a clear need for additio

nal experiments. Assuming that the approach seems to work, there is room for its theoretical 

development. In its current form it is a heuristic approach, and one could try to devise more 
strict and formal rules for it. This is beyond the scope of the present paper, however. 
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